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Senate instates Good Samaritan policy
07 this doevlitlle more to change individuals involved demonstrate
a repeated lack of care concerning
their well- being and the well- being
of the campus community
Werner also pointed out tliat the
Good Samaritan policy only covers
very specific types of instances If
we come across you with a can of beer
Renegade Performance
BY ELIZABETH DEXHE1MER
AND DAYNE BAUGHMAN
AVr- S
This semester a new policy has
been established at Kenyon that pro-
vides immunity from the judicial pro-
cess for students who call Security and
Safety for assistance with intoxicated
students
The so- called Good Samaritan
policy developed by the Student Sen-
ate and approved this year by President
S Georgia Nugent states that in tlxise
instances in whiehu student calls tlie
Security and Safety office oraixlher
College office for assistance with
an intoxicated or impaired student
neither the individual calling nor the
student in need of assistance will
be charged with violations of the
College s policies on alcohol and
other drugs
According to the policy itself
this move was made to ensure
that students receive prompt and
appropriate attention for alcohol
intoxication and that there are no
impediments to seeking such as-
sistance
Although tlie legislation is new
the idea behind tlx policy is not Ac
cording to Senate Chair NclieZanca Good Samaritan cases go can be
Ladies Basketball advances
in your hand and youre 18 its not the
Good Samaritan rule and ifwe find
you drunk stumbling around falling
down thats not the Good Samaritan
rule he said What it does is encour-
age students to call for help for their
see Policy page 2
about childcare issues but not a long
history of action The current
administration has been much more
receptive to the idea The Faculty Af-
fairs Comm ittee has been very pleased
see Childcare page 2
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thought of as a three- step process
Werner said The first step is when a
student calls Security and Safety the
second step is tliat officers respond
and the third step is those officers re-
porting to the SAC Werner pointed
out that it is not until the third step
that the Good Samaritan policy
comes into play
Werner also pointed out that
this is not free ride for underage
people to get drunk time and again
with no consequences If we look
at it logically a student that we are
called on once and then were called
on that same student again that may
indicate they have some problems
that need to be dealt with by counsel-
ing he said
A warning or counseling are
punishments tliat happen regularly
for those who violate Kenyons dnig
and alcohol policies Werner pointed
out tliat getting caught can be good
forstudents w ho liave problems and
tliat its not like a student will be
kicked out for violating the policies
once or tw ice
The policy makes prov isions
for students who are frequently
the objects of calls made under
the policy The policy states that
judicial action may he taken if the
to Semifinals
beginningof die second halt commented
Brittany Clair 08 That set OWU back
and gave us die boost we needed to pull
ahead for the rest of the game
The Bishops used die full- court press
to keep die game close in die early part of
the half but the Ladies refused to back
down And after OWU recorded their
seventh team foul and sent the Ladies into
bonus with 1023 remaining the Ladies
never looked back
We kept our poise and never got
ratded by their full- court pressure said
Head Coach Suzanne Helfant
The Bishops came within three but
see Basketball page 7
resulting from schedul ing that does not
match up with Kenyons The school
docs not include a full- fledged child-
care service in its program Murnen
and Carson explained Thus die school
does not completely meet the needs of
the faculty
At this stage the most central
focus is on finding a facility Murnen
discussed the complications that come
along with turning one of the Meadow
Lane houses into a childcare facility
We dont know if it could be reno-
vated to meet codes associated with
childcare ifwe can then find financing
to renovate it and then if the Village-
zoning board would approve its use
for that purpose
The task of confronting those is-
sues is now with a smaller focus group
Kenyons policy titan to formally
introduce it to students To my
know ledge she said the campus
lias always essentially had a Good
Samaritan policy but it has nev er
been formalized and w ritten dow n
for students to see
This policy will not actually
change the way tliat Security and
Safety officers deal w ith students
According to Director of Security
and Safety Dan Werner officers w ill
still take down the names of students
who are involved in calls covered
by the Good Samaritan policy It
is in the judicial process that the
method of dealing with situations
will clianges
T think that the big mis-
understanding is that we wont
w rite down names or students ID
numbers Werner said Werner
explained tliat when a call is made
the officers w ill respond and give
the students appropriate attention
then w rite down tlx- ir mimes in a log
instead of a report being produced
Huil log w ill be forwarded to the
Student Activities Center
The process through which
those students w ho are involved in
spectacular defensive display die Ladies
were a little slow out of die gate They
trailed by as many as 10 points in the first
half and were down 40- 33 it die break as
the Bishops shot a formidable 67 percent
from behind the arch
I think we really struggled with
stopping dribble penetration said Amy
Thurbcr 07 It forced people to leave
their marks so they could step in and help
on defense leaving OWU s players wide
open for the three- point shot
However Kenyon wasted lirde time
in establishing their presence in the second
half and used a 1 6- 4 run to claim a 49- 44
lead at the 1420 mark
We came out strong at the
Care Committee which surveyed
faculty and other employees in order
to assess the need We found out
that there was a lot more need than
we could deal with at the time said
Murnen Thats when we decided we
needed to get a consultant to help us
with the process
Kenvon is behind most other
colleges with regard to quality child-
care said Chair of the Faculty Af-
fairs Committee Jim Carson There
just isnt much available in Knox
County
Currently the College subsidizes
the Gazebo School a preschool on
Woodside Drive in Gambier However
the Gazebo School has its problems
The school accommodates a limited
range of ages and there are difficulties
BYEMILEEKASER
SLijfReporter
After finishingout the retrular season
5- 0 the Kenyon womens basketball team
carried their momentum into post- season
play Tuesday night defeating the Ohio
Weslcyan University Batding Bishops
66- 58 in the opening round ofthe NCAC
tournament
The win against Ohio Wesleyan re-
ally gives us a lot ofmomentum going in to
the game on Friday said Megan Sheasby
06 Bearing a rival team in the tourna-
ment is always good and it was great to
close the gym out with a win
In what turned out to be another
Kevin Guckes
Under the direction of Nick Lyons 09 the first- year theater group Renegade
is performaning Peter Shaffers Equiis this Friday and Saturday The produc-
tion follows the actions and effects of an adolescents tormented behavior
Kenyon takes steps toward providing faculty childcare
formed this year and headed by Murn-
en with varied representation in order
to make sure voices of faculty members
administrators and other employees
are included in the process
The hope is diat once the build-
ing is renovated it will be opened to
be bid on by different childcare pro-
grams Murnen however expressed
some concern There are very strict
regulations for childcare facilities so
I would imagine renovations would
be very extensive She added This is
not one of the schools highest priori-
ties so we would need to do it within
a reasonable budget
Nevertheless Carson expressed
his optimism and his enthusiasm for
steps that have been taken There
has been a long history of complaints
BY ALLISON BURKET
StaffReporter
Efforts to make Collegespo- nsored
childcare a reality have begun to
take hold this year in order to fill a need
that has been expressed by members of
Kenyons staff and faculty
In the most recent stage of Ke-
nyons effort to provide childcare an
architect was brought in by a focus
group led by Associate Provost Sarah
Murnen to evaluate a potential site for
a daycare center on Meadow Lane The
architect along with a consultant hired
by the Faculty Affairs Committee last
December will help judge future stages
in the process
Last year Murnen and the Faculty
Affairs Committee created a Child
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Childcare new initiative Policy hopes for smart decisions
involved
Carson emphasized too that the
concern reaches beyond those employ-
ees with children This is mainly a
recruitment and retention issue said
Carson We need good faculty we
recruit to feel that they can make a life
here Furthermore Carson emphasized
that any kind ofeducation is an implicit
social issue with important implications
both in the lives of individuals and in
the community
CONTINUED from page 1
with President Nugent s leadership in
lots ofqualityofl- ife issues
On top of benefits to employ-
ees Murnen also envisions potential
opportunities for Kenyon students
citing successes with programs like
tutoring at Wiggin Street School
With whoever would direct the
program we would defin itely encour-
age them to get Kenyon students
February 15 February 22 2006
Feb 15 1202pm Vandalism to lacrosse nets at lacrosse field
Feb 15 820pm Fire alarm at McBridc Residence showing
system trouble Maintenance was notified
Feb 16 101am Fire alarm at Watson Hall due to burnt food
Feb 16 1127am Suspicious persons at the Greenhouse
Feb 16 301pm Underage possession of alcohol at Lewis Hall
Feb 17 1038am Tree Branch damaging cars at New Apart-
ments
Feb 17 347pm Suspicious person vehicle on village streets
it to be as comprehensive as we
felt necessary to include the variety
of situations the policy might be
invoked for
Both Steele and Zanca felt that
the policy has been well received by the
Kenyon Community although Zanca
has heard a general sense of regret that
such a policy is necessary
Steele has heard some criticism of
the policy by faculty and staff There
is concern by some that a policy like
this might enable abusive behavior
related to alcohol and other drugs
she said She continued however
With any policy there are inevitably
going to be some persons with differing
opinions
According to Steele the policy
has been used four or five times since
it has been instituted but Werner has
seen litde opportunity for the policy to
have an effect Phling was our first big
test he said But we were so busy we
didn- t have time to take down peoples
names
Werner recounted the events
of Phling night and the number of
students who were taking dangerous
rsks Security and Safety officers trans-
ported 10 people from Phling to their
rooms who were too drunk to walk
In some cases officers had to call in to
find In addition the ambulance had
to be called on two separate occasions
to transport students to Knox Com-
munity Hospital for alcohol related
illness This included having to call the
Mount Vernon ambulance because
the College Township ambulance was
already in the process of transporting
a student to the hospital
Werner noted that this was in
addition to the number of students
CONTINUED from page 1
friends when they need help
Werner explained that students
should call Security and Safety if
their friends are too drunk to help
themselves He advocates asking three
question to gauge a students level of
drunkenness Do they know who they
are do they know what day it is and do
they know who they are
According to Cheryl Steele act-
ing dean of students the policy is
something that has been talked about
for several years A Good Samaritan
policy is something that students have
been talking about for some time
particularly during the past 2- 3 years
Steele said
Last spring the idea of instituting
this policy gained momentum Steele
said According to Zanca over the
summer focus groups started the work
on the policy that was originally written
by Deans Steele and Omahan It was
brought before the Senate at the begin-
ning of the fall semester of 2005 The
Senate then made their own suggestions
on ways to change the document
Although Steele saw no problems
in the development of the policy she
said that it was a lengthy process It
did take time for Student Affairs
to work collaboratively with students
and faculty to develop a policy with
which everyone would feel very com-
fortable
Zanca said that those involved
with developing the policy put a lot of
effort into making it easy to understand
We wanted it to be short and simple
so that students could quickly look
it over and understand it Zanca
said At the same time we wanted
a number he could not quantify
who were driven home by Safedrives
Werner noted that the calls to which
officers responded represented a 40
percent increase over last year and an 80
percent increase over the year before
Werner warned students that
when ambulances become involved
in an underage intoxication situation
the Good Samaritan policy would
do little to save students from real
consequences Although it might save
students from facing judicial action
at Kenyon he noted that when an
ambulance is called a deputy sheriff is
dispatched to the scene as well If the
deputy sheriff responds and decides
that the student should face legal
consequences that student may end
up before a real judge
Werner also noted that this policy
would not affect organizations that
hold parties at which alcohol is served
He noted that it would still be up to the
individual officer called to the scene
of a party with students who were
intoxicated whether or not to write
up the organization If we get a call to
particular organization and theres a 20y-
earold in there thats just absolutely
falling down drunk its the officers
discretion if they want to write up that
organization for allowing that person
to get drunk at their party Werner
said He went on to say that officers
are much more concerned about the
safety and welfare of the student than
writing anybody up
Zanca echoed Werners sentiment
saying that the Good Samaritan policy
is not actually about discipline but
about safety The department is not
called Security but SAFETY and
Security
The vehicle left the village
Feb 17 921pm Pledge activity involving alcohol
Feb 18 109am Drug paraphernalia at Mather Residence
Feb 18 1 14am Vandalism window broken at Ilarma Hall
Feb 18 354am Fire hose discharged at Leonard Hall
Feb 18 1153am Medical call regarding ill student at Olin Li-
brary College physician was contacted
Feb 19 426am Fire extinguisher discharged at Ilanna Hall
Feb 19 930am Medical call at Hayes Hall regarding ill profes-
sor who was transported by squad to the hospital
Feb 20 531pm Suspicious vehicle at the Observatory
Feb 20 10 10pm Fire alarm at Rosse Hall pull station pulled
No smoke or fire found and alarm was reset
Feb 21 1240am Suspicious vehicle at Observatory
Feb 21 559pm Medical call regarding student with injured
ankle College physician checked the injury
Feb 21 924pm Fire alarm at McBride Residence pull station
pulled No smoke or fire found and alarm was reset
Feb 22 242am Tampering with fire equipment extinguisher
missins at Leonard Hall
ST GEORGES UNIVERSITY
VISIT OUR OPEN HOUSE AND
DISCOVER WHAT A GLOBAL
MEDICAL EDUCATION CAN DO
FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
NORTH SV VTV LlA
AMERICA YV U
1
fj araliAm
SOUTH AMERICA J
MEDICAL SCHOOL AND VETERINARY SCHOOL
OPEN HOUSE PRESENTATION
Columbus OH
February 27 2006
The Westin Columbus
Time 630 800 pm
CALL OR REGISTER ONLINE
1 800 899- 6337 EXT 280 WWWSGUEDU0PENH0USE
ft m V
St Georges University
THINK BEYOND
2006 St Georges University Grenada and St Vincent West Indies
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Excursion
Vernon
Kenyon graduate offers promising
news in the fight against AIDS
to Mount
Hockey
energized and in the weekend
mindset and for some the perfect
excuse to start pregaming How
can you not get pumped up when
youre surrounded by screaming
Kenyonites yelling every insult and
absurdity you can think ofat both
refs and players The crowd really
goes wild when they get what they
want out of a hockey game no
not a score a fight And nothing
beats every Kenyon supporters
rendition of the safety school
chant at Denison games
On the way back stop at Steak
n Shake or Chipotle for some
late- night snacks before hitting
the parties back at Kenyon Want
milkshakes in almost any flavor you
could want Onion rings Burgers
with anything from mushrooms
onions and blue cheese to the
plain old ketchup and mustard
Steak n Shake has it all and to
go Absolutely delicious especially
at midnight and after standing in
a cold ice rink for the past two
hours Just make sure you clean
out the car discovering week- old
onion rings in the back seat is no
fun trust me
MADDIE SMITH
Staff uniter
What costs less than five
dollars is less than forty minures
away and doesnt necessarily re-
quire sobriety A hockey game
Kenyons club hockey team plays
its home games at the Newark Ice
Rink on Sharon Valley Road on
the occasional Friday or Saturday
night and they are definitely a
worthwhile event to check out
Newark is only about forty
minutes away but the best part of
the night may just be the car ride
itself Pack as many people into the
car as possible or as is safe and
blast some great music Sing along
rock out make sure you have a des-
ignated driver and your highbeams
on Being in Gambier its easy to
forget how much fun a mini road
trip can be and this is the perfect
way to remind yourself
The games usually start
around nine so you can afford to
take the trip to see the game and
get back just in time for the peak
of the nights parties It makes a
great early night event to get you
WILL MATTESON
Guest Writer
It should not come as a surprise
to most of us that the people or the
world face a very serious threat
from the deadly AIDS virus and
its precursor HIV It may also not
surprise you that AIDS has killed
25 million people worldwide and
that of the iO million people who
are HIV positive 5 million were
diagnosed just last year However
what mav come as a shock is that
seven hundred thousand of these
five million are infant children
under the age or one These chil-
dren were infected through what
is known as mothertoch- ild trans-
mission or vertical transmission of
HIV This occurs when a pregnant
mother who is HIV positive in
fects her child during delivery or
later through breast- feeding These
children find themselves afflicted
by a deadly virus before ever hav-
ing a chance to defend themselves
against it
On Monday February 13
Christina Kramer an international
health worker and Kenyon gradu-
ate gave a lecture discussing meth-
ods ofpreventing this fate for many
children with HIV positive moth-
ers Kramer has worked for several
international health organizations
in thirteen different countries
where the AIDS epidemic is most
pestilent Despite the chaos and
fear caused by the epidemic Kram-
er offers hopeful news According
to Kramer with the help of Preven-
tion of Mother to Child Transmis-
sion or PMTCT organizations
appropriate funding and adequate
health care can dramatically reduce
the number of mothertoch- ild
transmissions Also measures have
been taken within the United States
to realize these necessities In June
2002 the United States Agency for
International Development along
with the Center for Disease Con-
trol began its Mother and Child
HIV Prevention Initiative which
The
sent 500 million to 14 countries
In 2003 the Bush administrations
Presidents Emergency Plan for
HIVAIDS Relief PEPFAR
strengthened the movement by
bolstering the amount of outgoing
aid money to 15 billion for 15
countries Kramer however was
critical of PEPFAR for its insistence
on abstinence- only education poli-
cies in the countries receiving aid
suggesting that this is not a realistic
approach to preventing the spread
ofAIDS
The focus of Kramers lecture
was on the importance of PMTCT
groups and the their effectiveness
These organizations work to pre-
vent primary infection of HIV
unintended pregnancies among
HIV positive women and transmis-
sion to babies If these measures fail
the organizations which include
NPOs such as Greater Good South
Africa as well as programs spon-
sored by government agencies and
the World Health Organization
also offer the necessary care and
support for the afflicted families
A best case scenario for an
HIV positive mother not to trans-
mit the virus to her child would
include anti- retroviral treatment
and overall excellent health care
during pregnancy optimal obstetric
care during delivery and proper
use of alternative feeding for the
infant However the best- case
scenario is rarely the realistic one
so Kramer outlined a realistic sce-
nario for treatment in developing
countries Aside from providing
the best obstetric care possible
during pregnancy and delivery this
realistic scenario involves exclusive
breast- feeding where no formulas
are available and doses for both the
mother and the child of the drug
Nevirapine NVP Nevirapine is
the best available drug in the fight
against mother to child transmis-
sion and fortunately is donated
freeofc- harge by the German phar-
maceutical company Boehringer
Ingelheim to all countries receiving
a semiformal still recovering from the
aid from the US NVP was once
thought to be a miracle drug but
now it has been found that a single
dose can cause drug resistance in
both the mother and the child to
the entire class of drugs impeding
possible later treatment The drug
has also been shown to cause long-
term liver damage Still NVP is the
best treatment available
Another important compo-
nent of PMTCTorganizations is to
implement Voluntary Counseling
and Testing service sites In these
sites people have access to HIV
testing and counseling that would
not otherwise be available These
sites are equipped with rapid- test
pinprick HIV tests which offer
highly accurate results within
ten minutes VCT sites also offer
extensive counseling to provide
information and support to HIV
positive people and their families
Many PMCTC organizations
strive to offer counseling to the
community at large to help reduce
the stigma around HIV and AIDS
Counseling is also provided to help
reduce domestic violence that is
caused by this stigma The organi-
zations also offer logistical support
by training on- site providers and
ensuring that the necessary supplies
are available
Without the intervention
of PMCTC organizations forty
percent of children born to HIV
positive mothers will be infected
From the very beginning of their
lives these children will battle the
most deadly virus the world has
ever faced However PMTCT
organizations have been very suc-
cessful in seeing through their
agendas in the past few years and
international health experts such as
Kramer are hopeful and confident
that with an increased number of
VCT sites and a greater awareness
of the problem the future will hold
a great reduction in the number
of mbthertoch- ild transmissions
as well as- an overall reduction in
AIDS mortality
party stayed pretty small next- door
intensity of Phhng two weeks ago
hard play harder
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Kenyon students had the opportunity to dress up in a dress in a tie in an eye patch or with nunchucks
Overall it was a pleasant surprise of a weekend all- campus parties that had a semblance of all- campus Because so
many people were at all of the parties this weekend there was less of the usual obligation to drunkenly grind with
various strangers and instead conversation with casual acquaintances was a perfectly acceptable option
Archons were the only game in town on Friday and only the second registered all- campus party of the semester
so party- hungry students were eager to brave the cold Students filtered between the lounges of third floor Hanna
one with a band and the other with a DJ and dancing Though the kegs were kicked by one am guests kept danc-
ing until two even after the last song had been announced and the lights had been turned on While I was slightly
disappointed with the number ofstudents actually dressed in character at the Archon Pirates v Ninjas party the
occasional hint of a red bandana or flash of a ninja mask reassured me that some Kenyon students did stealthily
put their best peg- leg forward
Old Kcnvons basement was the place to be on Saturday night with the DKE scmiformal and the Peeps Inau
gural Ball Even though the DKE party was ridiculously crowded the Peeps
mt MXD9Peonle dressed relatively low- key forThere was an impressive number of juniors and seniors out on Saturday night a relief from the usual crowd ofl
between the lounges the opportunity to have a cnangcfreshmen at big open parties Wandering gave party- goers
of scene without going outside Few people outside of the Peeps themselves dressed up for the Inaugural Ball but
their costumes were enough to make it worthwhile Until next week work
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assuages fear of security
underage Kenyon isnt dry like some schools
with this choice it chooses to allow perhaps
attract students who are in trrested in drinking
Through the whole idea of registered parties
Kenyon allows drinking in some form making
it as safe as the administration deems possible
Though security has no problem breaking up
a party Kenyon continues to be signirkandy
more lenient with its alcohol policy than it
could be We still have rules that people dont
agree with and will always be broken thats
just the way things are Ultimately Kenyon is a
relatively easy place to get alcohol
Kenyons security officers take their
job because they want to make sure students
are safe not out of a sheer desire to punish
The enforce policies because its their job not
because they have an inherent drive to hurt
Gambiers disproporrionatdy high population
of 18- 20 year olds
Having the new Good Samaritan policy
makes perfect sense Kenyon has not made any-
real pushes to end underage drinking totally
but in creating this policy the students Senate
and administration have made Kenyon a safer
environment in which to party Students feel
conifortablecaUing Security- knowing that Secu
Take care
of yourself
Kids get sick From the days of
forgetting to cover our mouths when
we cough all the way to the
nights of staying up late finish
ingpapers we set ourselves up
for unhealthy conditions Isnt
time students started taking it
a little easier and saved their
health It doesnt matter if
were talking about physical
mental or spiritual health
whatever that may mean to
you here since they all end
up impacting each otherbefore
long Unfortunately that also
goes for the world Healthy people
equal a healthy world and as Brave
New World as that may sound its
important to remember Keep track of
yourself and you should stay healthy
Its a fact that Kenyon is a hard-
workingcampus filled with passionate
people who care about what they do
These people take ideas and through
e- mail solicitations form groups and
activities to the delight of their class-
mates However people need to know
when to moderate themselves We are
often taught to critique ourselves from
the perspective of outsiders and we
must do the same with all facets of
our lives even if it means stopping
or slowing down plans Is anything
worth making yourself sick
To that end students should be
honest about the work they can and
cant do and how much time said task
are going to take Committing to too
much takes away from what really
matters things as trivial as food and
as substantial as sleep Were all busy
here but we can draw lines for our-
selves Following that fun can always
be more meaningful and pleasant if it
comes after work rather than being
interspersed with it though everyone
needs a break no question Establish-
ing a worthwhile and healthy work
output leads to a worthwhile balance
with a fun input
This isnt feedback intended
for all of campus just those with
bloodshot eyes who run the risk of
compromising themselves in the pro-
cess of pushing themselves to excel
Perhaps the most efficient way to test
this is to honestly ask yourself ifyouve
been leaving enough time for personal
hygiene We have to share this campus
with each other and thats the best
way to keep us all healthy To put it
another ivay consider the wisdom
of would be send- off performer Del
tha Funkee Homosapien You gotta
wash your ass ifyou must You gotta
wash your hair ifyou must You gotta
brush your teeth if you must Or
else youll be funky And we dont
want that
ignore underage drinking
Yes Policy
r r
BY KATHRYN CHIASSON
Opinions Editor
How many students have been at a party
afraid of security with even a listener for the
familiar walky- talky buzz to signal that security
is on its way
Like it or not alcohol consumption is
a way of life at Kenyon and considering ap-
proximatdy three quarters ofthe student body-
is under 2 1 underage drinking is going to be an
issue Kenyons administration does not make
any attempts to make this a dry campus senior
events have free- flowing alcohol and it is easy
to get alcohol at any registered party even with
the telling X on your hand marking you as
No We cant
BY SABRINA LEICHTER
Staff Columnist
I like to di ink that the reasons w hy we
are nicknamed Kamp Kenyon are positive
ones Our professors cook us dinner we
have access to free printers and except for
an occasional allstu people are generally
kind However widi the recent installment
of the Good Samaritan policy I am begin-
ning to reassess my views The policy states
In diose instances in which a student Calls
the Security and Safety office or another
College office for assistance with an in-
toxicated or impaired student neither die
individual calling nor the student in need
ofassistance will be charged wi di violations
of the Colleges xlicies on alcohol or other
drugs The individuals may be asked to
meet with a member of the snident affairs
rity is accomplishing its greater goal keeping
students safe
Ifthe school were to attempt changingto
a dry campus and make it more difficult to drink
at parries students would be far more likely
to engage in the more dangerous preg- aming
drinking to excess before a night ofpar-
tying to maintain a buzz throughout the night
Take the example of Philanders Phebruary
PMmgsevtTalwecb ago Tim no possibility of
alcohol at the actual event studentspre- gamed
more intensely than any other parry night of
the year This was the first big party night that
the Good Samaritan policy was available and
it made a worthwhile difference for the people
who had security called for them
Kenyon does not exist to babysit its
students Ue may have about a million safety
nets built in but ultimately our time here
is choosing which nets we allow to catch us
You dont want to use your Mulligan to drop
a class that youre failing or dont want to talk
to your RA about a personal problem Thats
your prerogative But Kenyon gives you every
opportunity to get help when you need it and
the Good Samaritan policy is just the latest
growth ofthat campus tradition
state of intoxication makes you a good
friend If die student being reported is
underage then that student should indeed
face the disciplinary action that the College
administers to that offense
Drinking Ls a choice At Kenyon and
in life our choices have consequences for
ourselves and for those around us If we
choose a to drink and b to drink to the
point of needing medical assistance then
inherent in diat choice is the knowledge
that we must take responsibility for our
actions If we want to avoid the conse-
quences of underage drinking we should
make the choice not to drink or know-
how to control ourselves when we do But
when we make the choice to reach danger-
ous intoxication then it is certainly not
Kenyons responsibility to exempt us from
the legal and disciplinary consequences of
that choice In fact it is Kenyons duty to
enfotce diem
After the death of a student 47 aleoh-
olrd ated trips to die hospital last semester
and three ambulance calls duringdiis rears
Phling this administration and diis student
bod should realize that binge drinking has
become a devastating problem on this cam-
pus Still each weekend we make choices
that perpetuate the problem Lets at least
be responsible and mature enough to accept
the consequences when we do
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staff but no formal judicial action will be
taken against the individuals
This is a frightening illustration of
the Colleges failure to speak out against
underage binge drinking and an affirma-
tion of the ubiquitous belief that the
reason students drink so much at Kenyon
is because we can We live in a country wi th
a drinking age if a minor chooses to buy or
to consume alcohol that minor is breaking
the law The adminLstrations statement diat
it will turn a blind eye to such offenses in
order to ensure the safety of students is not
only disappointing and reckless it botders
on illegal Kenyon itself has rules regarding
alcohol use and any minor consuming or
purchasing alcohol Ls subject to disciplinary
action according to the Colleges hand-
book By enforcing the Good Samaritan
policy Kenyon is saying it is OK to break
state law and sending the message diat it
is OK for students to break die Colleges
own rules exempting them from the
consequences of their choices when they
do This policy does not ensure the safety
of its students it simply makes it easier for
students to endanger themselves
If you are with someone who needs
assistance and you are afraid of getting in
trouble making a consequence- free call
doesnt make you a good Samaritan step-
ping in before someone reaches a dangerous
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Dessert and distrust Arctic Monkeys worth the hype
BY PHILLIP MILLER
Sufi Writer
However there seems to be a
little bit too much celebration go-
ing on in England at the moment
A recent issue ofNAIE a magazine
that once declared Bloc Party the
most important band since The
Clash ranked the Arctic Monkeys
album as the fifth best album ever
to come out of the UK higher than
any of the Beatles releases Still the
British are
Who are the Arctic Monkeys
Well that depends on who you ask
The average music fan in America
at best will tell you they are another
band in the seemingly never ending
line of Next BigThings from Eng-
land But look inside the pages of
r rrTr
f T
I
any UK niu
Snake- like leads wind
their way through nice
thickets of warm fuzz
known for
their excite-
ment when
it comes to
hyping new
bands with
sales figures
like these
sic magazine
and you will
discover the
Arctic Mon-
keys are cre-
ating an im-
pact the likes
of which have
mixed with frequent
staccato bursts
several songs with guitar solos
The vocals are about as British
as can be Following in the footsteps
of Johnny Rotten and Liam Gal-
lagher Turner has the kind of voice
that is clearly better at sneering than
singing Lyrically the Monkeys are
actually quite refreshing manag-
ing to infuse standard themes late
nights partying looking for love on
the dance floor with a surprising
amount of genuine sentimentality
Standout tracks Mardy Bum a
love- lorn lament set to jangly guitars
and a foot- tapping beat and Still
Take You Home with its funk-
adelic doo- woop breakdown are
particularly good examples of this
In the end the Arctic Monkeys
fall somewhere between sounding
like a late- era Clash fronted by Pete
Doherty and the missing link be-
tween Fall Out Boy and credibility
Theyre definitely good but theyve
still got a lot to prove if they hope
to live up to the praise currently
being heaped on them Whatever
People Say will get your blood
flowing but its not yet the stuff of
legend As Turner sings on the first
single I Bet You Look Good on the
Dance Floor this aint the stuffof
Montagues or Capulets just some
rockin tunes Give it a listen but
dont expect it to change your life
The name though is still rubbish
Knud Ada
Stewart Urist 08 cowers from the funny of Fiuhiy Meets
BY TED HORNICK
EditorinC- hief
not been seen
since the Beatles and that front-
man Alex Turner is the spokesman
of a generation and officially the
coolest guy on the planet Theres a
bit of a discrepancy here
For a slightly less opinionated
view let us look at the facts The
Arctic Monkeys debut album
Whatever People Say I Am Thats
What Im Not was released Jan 23
and has since become the fastest sell-
ing debut album in British history
It entered the charts at No I and by
the end of the first week had sold
over 360000 copies more than the
next twenty entries combined
it is under-
standable that they are a bit wound
up With all this hype though
people are forgetting to ask the most
important question Is the music
any good
A casual listen will reveal that
the Arctic Monkeys boast a pretty
straight- forward rhythm section
frantic punk pounding mixed with
a touch of funk while the guitar
parts are pretty much classic indie
rock Snake- like leads wind their
way through nice thickets of warm
fuzz mixed with frequent staccato
bursts The band also employs the
interesting technique of starting
Money 101 What to do when low on dough
will surely receive a card in return
with a lovely note and a lovelier deadBY LESLIE PARSONSAE Assistant
ing her money Your parents want
to be better than Joans parents and
soon youll be able to buy knejek- off
Coach handbags too
Invite your parents down to
president
I was robbed only works
in certain situations so be careful
with it While some parents might
sympathetically send some cash to
help their child out I know that my
father would take a more Rambo
approach to such matters
Talk about your poor friend
Joan Joan kisses strangers for money
because her parents dont send her
any Your parents dont want to be
like Joans parents and will be quick
to sign a hefty check
Talk about your rich friend
Joan Joan buys whatever she wants
because her parents are always send
campus Youll surely get dinner at
Jakes and it will allow your parents
to see first- hand the sorry conditions
in which you live Be sure to put your
heaping laundry pile in plain sight
I understand that it is difficult
Parents will hold tight to their
money just as they held tight to you
on your first day of orientation but
practice makes perfect and most
of you have anywhere from four to
eight years to perfect this art When
all else fails you can always get a
campus job Yeah right
Urist 08 who earned sympathy and
laughs as Millet a crook attached to
the aforementioned profane puppet
That said the piecederesis- tance
of the effective and absorbing Aleers
was the brilliant set Wallbeds
collapsed furniture was moved as
the show was going actors literally
stepped outside the building cellars
were built on rafters the set bril-
liantly amplified Claires disorienta-
tion throughout the show I would
argue that this small production in
a packed Black Box Theater was the
best- staged play Ive seen at Kenyon
Director Adrienne Boris Wand Pro-
duction Stage Manager Knud Adams
09 delivered an engaging time
However the show was not
without its flaws As mentioned
earlier the balancing of the dramatic
and comedic can be difficult in any
show especially one whose success
is defined by how well it transitions
between the two It seemed that
audiences were not always sure that
they should indeed were allowed
to laugh at some of the stranger
moments and seemed to feel ma-
nipulated by s me of the more tense
and sad moments keeping them from
being totally moved
Additionally the shaggy dog
joke appeal of Lindsay- Abaire s play
largely depends on viewers tastes The
man has been called a comic genius
by the New York Observer while oth-
ers have noted he may be too zany
for his own good Theres silliness to
spare in Aleers and I fear Boris may
have been threatened by the task of
juggling that along with some of the
more intense and unpleasant themes
of the work Its a strange produc-
tion that treats a teens increased
dependence on drugs as a joke but the
reason for that dependence as a vital
turning point in his character
Despite its pros Fuddy Aleers
suffers from a sad confusion about
what it wants to be clearly marking it
as an early work from a playwright in-
fatuated with lunacy Kenyons actors
clearly not to be trifled with even
when working on a trifle made a fun
and funny show good if not great
likable ifnot lovable and pleasant if
sadly leaving the audience like Claire
cursed to forget it
Theres a saying in show business
Dying is easy comedys hard But
what happens when you put the two
together Then youre in the realm
of black comedy or the outright
impossible unless youre one of the
Coen Brothers and their recent
streak of flops suggests that even
they havent got the hang of it either
Evaluating black comedy can be even
trickier do you grade a work solely
on its laughs its emotional impacts
or its ability to gel the two This past
weekend saw a talented cast and crew
ofKenyon students try to master this
difficult blend at Kenyons Dessert
Theatre production of David Lindsay-
Abaires FudAy Aleers
Fuddy Aleers is a play steeped
from its title to its characters in
disorienting the audience It tells the
story of Claire Catherine Norbeck
09 a cheerful young woman suf-
fering from psychogenic amnesia
Every morning she wakes up with no
memory of who she is leaving her
loving husband Richard Drew Schad
08 to fill the blanks in the story of
her life However the day the play
unfolds is a bit stranger as Claire is
promptly seized by a lisping limping
half- blind and deaf man Ryan Merrill
07 who insists her husband is trying
to kill her To say any more would be
telling but what follows is a barrage
of plot twists and shifting loyalties
along with such surreal attractions as
a cursing puppet bacon carnie music
and some unexpected revelations as
Claire learns not only why and how
she lost her memory but that the only
person she can really trust is herself
Fuddy Aleers is a compelling
show and the recent production
was grounded by some fantastic
performances In the lead Norbeck
delivered an amiable Claire anchor-
ing the show and actors around her
and earning the audiences admiration
and sympathy As Claires mother
Gertie Kate Armstrong Ross 09
had to convey age and exhaustion
with almost every action even speak-
ing she definitely rose to the task
and had the shows biggest laughs A
final recognition must go to Stewart
Movie Schedule for February 24- March 2
Madras Family Reunion
500 7 10 920 also at 1240 and 250 on SatSun
You need some money to make
it through to spring break and youve
already maxed out your bookstore
account The fact is youve spent your
last dimes unnecessarily on market
dogs and Naked juice and that may
not appeal to your parents Here are
ways of getting that almighty dollar
when you are in need
Lie and I dont mean stretch
the truth a little Give them sob
stories that include injured puppy
dogs on life support with costly vet
bills Everyone has a heart though in
the case of parents it may be hidden
in a dark cold place that can only
be warmed by a tale of a helpless
pooch
Always go for the lesser crime
If youve carelessly wrecked your car
tell them you have a costly parking
ticket If youre in jail and need bail
money tell them you carelessly
wrecked your car If youve gotten
Penny in trouble then you are on
your own
Make it seem like child abuse
if they dont give you money Tell
them you need deodorant food
soap or a liver transplant All are
sure to illicit a monetary response
from your folks
While I would never condone
calling your parents Mommy and
Daddy to get what you want I do
suggest sending them a card You
could buy one at the bookstore but
I suggest the old- fashioned approach
of getting some construction paper
and pasting a photo of a starving
Ethiopian orphan on the inside You
DOOGAL
520 720 920 also at 120 and 320 on SatSun
Eight Below
430 700 930 also at 130 on SatSun
Date Movie
5 15 7 15 9 15 also at 115 and 315 on SatSun
Curious George
500 700 900 also at 1 00 and 300 on SatSun
Pink Panther
5 1 0 7 1 0 9 1 0 also at 1 1 0 and 3 1 0 on SatSun
Freedom Land
930 also at 1240 on SatSun
Firewall
510 720 also at 300 on SatSun
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The blind Date Movie MacLeods Juvenilia returns to Kenyon
BY TOMMY PETER
StaffWriter
funny either Watching someone pop a gi-
ant pimple with pliers and seeing sketches
about cats defecating might be funny
but they certainly are not enough when
drawn out over interminably longperiods
of time Ifthe writers thought that throw-
ing Hannigan in afat suit how original
could substitute for true comedy they
should have thought again
It is ironic that part ofwhat stops the
movie from being so bad its good is the
very earnest performance of Hannigan
BY REBECCA RIDDELL
StaffWriter
0of4stars
It seems like a good idea Romantic
films practically beg to be parodied so
what could be funnierthan a spoof of
such easy targets Pretty much anything
it turns out as new release Date Alovie
proves An absolutely embarrassing at-
tempt at cinematic satire Date Alovie
proves nothing more than a jumble of
self- absorbed Meredith to make her
unrelentingly destructive enough to be
true to the script and yet fragile enough
to be human
Kramer believes that the Hills
proscenium stage will offer the produc-
tion more realism than could be found
in the Bolton Theater where faculty-
directed shows are usually staged He
also joined MacLeod and the actors in
praising the shows designers Visiting
Professor of Drama Hugh Lester the
shows set and lighting designer was
once a professor of Kramers when
he briefly attended graduate school
at Tulane Now Lester is accepting
Shaws input on the posters decorating
Henrys room Samantha Oberstein
06 is creating the costumes for her
senior thesis Kramer mentioned that
designing costumes for college stu-
dents is more difficult work than one
might think but having a student s eye
on hand has been really valuable
Kramer and the cast were also
enthusiastic about MacLeods writ-
ing Kramer said simply because its
Wendy its funny and its a great story
Shaw feels the story makes the produc-
tion easy to watch MacLeod said to
potential audiences You may not like
these people at first but you may come
to understand them They change over
the course of the play
playwriting class in which she also
participated The exercise involved
writing about a familiar room Ma-
cLeod chose a teenage boys room and
took a special interest in 3 objects an
exercise bike a laptop and a lizard
The room became Henrys room with
these objects intact MacLeod took
her plot from Twenty- Six Men and
a Girl a Russian short story in which
26 bakers make bets with each other
to see who will be the first to kiss a
neighboring servant girl
When describing the issues of
sex and race raised by the play the
cast and director frequendy used the
word shocking Kramer believes that
these issues are awkward ones for the
Kenyon campus but he noted they
are also awkward for the characters
I hear things differently Shaw said
of his social interactions since being
cast as Henry noting the use of irony
within the play is very much a Kenyon
thing Placingrerfs relevance in
a broader context Jacobsen said It
uses dark humor to push the limits in
defining what simply beingyoung is
These characters are going through
a cruel but necessary stage of their
development into genuine loving
people
Shaw admitted that the process
of creating these characters has been
fairly simple for the cast Were so
familiar with the world he said that
we dont have to do research That
does not mean that rehearsals have not
been challenging Jacobsen spoke of
having to fight my personal instincts
in shaping the actions of the aggressive
she really wants the
movie to work and
tries her best to pull
off even the most
unfunny flat jokes
She throws herself
as earnesdy as pos-
sible into scenes that
require her to eat her
own Iiposuctioned
fat Unfortunately
trying to save Date
Alovie with good
acting is about as
easy as trying to save
the Titanic with he-
lium balloons and
less funny
The rest of
the cast seems to
pop- culture refer-
ences and overdone
gross- out gags
Written and
directed by two of
the writers from the
Scary N lovie series
Jason Friedbergand
Aaron Seltzer the
film stars everyones
favorite band geek
Alyson Hannigan
as the prototypical
chick- flick heroine
a composite ofchar-
acters from the leads
of Bridget Jones to
Bend it like Beck-
ham Aly Big Fat
Greek Wedding to
The Hill Theater stage looks like
a dorm room Four of our fellow
college students are playing college
students This weekend Kenyon will
have the opportunity to see a play
set at Jubilee College a small liberal
arts school in Indiana But Juvenilia
written by PlaywrightinReside- nce
Wendy MacLeod 81 owes more
than a litde to the Kenyon experience
Indeed the plays director Assistant
Professor of Drama Daniel Kramer
considers this production to be the
plays homecoming
Juvenilia premiered off- Broadway
at Playwrights Horizons in 2003 and
received its first college production at
Northwestern last winter MacLeod
feels that each production has been
better than the last saying Kenyons
take rings very true
The action of the play is set in
and around the dorm room of Henry
Pat Shaw 07 a senior philosophy
major Meredith Liz Jacobsen 06
the beautiful and casually promiscuous
girlfriend of Henrys best friend the
equally attractive and promiscuous
Brodie Max Bunzel 06 initiates the
bet that drives the play She dares the
two guys to have a threesome with
Angie Claire Fort 07 the black
Christian who lives next door Even-
tually sex becomes a challenge for all
the characters to deal with but only
under a cloak of irony
MacLeods inspiration came
from an exercise she assigned in her
httpyahoomoviescom
No laughs for Date Movie
Juvenilia
February 23 24 25 26
800 pm Hdl Ihcater
Tickets on sale in
Bolton Box Office pbx 3546
Aiy Best Friends Wedding Appropriately
Hannigan the hopeless romantic falls
madly in love with a gendeman Chaos
ensues only in Date Alovie this chaos
is drawn out into a variety of scenes that
disgust rather than amuse
Remarkably the writersdirectors
seem to have made litde use of what
seems to be a fruitful idea Again and
again the characters re- enact different
scenes the Wlen Harry Alet Sally or-
gasm scene included as well as many of
the awkward scenes from Aleet the Fock
ers but fail to add any insight or humor
It seems they thought simply having
someone else play the character would
make it funny but it does not The
scenes do litde but point out the obvious
idealism of many romantic comedies
often with even less comedic effect than
the very films they parody The script
itselfmisses the mark entirely mere refer-
ences are substituted forparody with the
apparent assumption that gross- out jokes
will supply enough humor
acknowledge that this movie lacks
a quality script and goes along with
it Eddie Griffin playing Hannigans
father steals what few laughs are to be
had though the best scene of the movie
probably goes to the unexplained cameo
ofLilJon who appears just long enough
for a brief YEAH As Hannigans
gendemanly romantic interest Adam
Campbell has brief moments that make
his acting worthy of a better script Best
known for a television series by the name
of Commando- Nanny Campbell may
have a brighter future ahead of him
Besides these exceptions the ensemble
cast of rather talented actors and ac-
tresses which includes comedy experts
Fred Willard and Jennifer Coolidge
fails to click
There is just so much wrong with
Date Alovie that ridiculing it feels almost
as unoriginal as it is The parody is such
apathetic attempt at satire essentially just
a jumble of pop- culture references and
gross humor that it turns out to be far
more mockablc than mocking
Theatre
Renegade Theatre continues to challenge the preconceived notions of freshman theater with its production of
Equits directed by Nick Lyons 09 and performed this Friday and Saturday at 730 pm in the Black Box Theater Peter
Shaffers 1973 psychodrama explores the possible causes and motives surrounding an act of horrific violence committed
by an adolescent boy as well its effects on those around him Renegade Director Matt Peck 09 says that in- choosing
Equus we felt that moving from a comedy to a drama with a larger cast could demonstrate our abilities Producer
Rachel Szymanksi notes the larger production offers more opportunities for freshmen to be involved which first and
foremost is the goal of Renegade
Music
Music and English double major Kate Brooks will perform her Senior Voice Recital this Saturday at 800 pm in
Brandi Recital Hall A member of the Kenyon College Chamber Singers and Archons Brooks has been selected to
perform in the annual Angela Waite Student Recit al
Katy CosseUnfortunately the jokes are not
volves Dorothy Isabella Rosseliini
a singer in a trashy nightclub who is
being abused by Frank Booth Dennis
Hopper Easy Rider an overth- etop
hypcrsexual brute Theres much
more going on as well and it results
in a relentlessly strange film diat can
be interpreted in an almost infinite
number ofways
Its difficult to say what exacdy
Blue Velvet is about because really its
about a lot of things Its a detective
story of sorts its a tale of good vs evil
its about sexual awakening its about
the difference between appearances
and reality In a number of ways the
film shows the moral decay at the root
of the American Dream but Lynch
prefers to leave exact interpretations
up to the viewer It can be a difficult
film to watch but its also difficult
not to watch it because its so unlike
anything else youve seen Blue Velvet
challenges your sensibilities but it is
also a classic in its own way and will
at least give you plenty to dunk about
and discuss later
All films shown in theKL iC Tleater
SCHEDULE NOTE KFS will not
be showing A Histoiy of J loence on
Friday despite what the schedule said
Due to a problem with die distributor
weve had to delay that film until April
1 We apologize for the inconvenience
Theres nothing we hate more than
changing our schedule once its set so
we only do it when theres really no
other option
Jason Smith
Saraband
Friday Feb 24 8 pm
The final film by acclaimed Swed-
ish director Ingmar Bergman Sara-
band is a moving story of regret and
loss Marianne Liv Ullmann and Jo-
han Erland Joscphson were married
some time ago but have now been di-
vorced for 30 years Bored and lonely
Marianne decides to go visit Johan at
his summer home There she finds that
he is living quite unhappily with Hen-
rik his son from another marriage
and Henriks daughter Karin Henriks
wife who was largely responsible for
holding them together has been dead
for two years now
Saraband is essentially a sequel
to Bergmans Scenes from a Aiarriage
which saw the couple meeting up 10
years after their divorce Its a separate
story so the earlier film is not a pre-
requisite The tone of the new film is
actually quite a bit different from the
original with Marianne arriving at the
home only to find herself drawn into
a complicated power struggle between
the three generations
Bergman seems to have a better
understanding of human nature than
most directors All of his films feel
startlingly realistic and Saraband is
no exception This is certainly a sad
film but only because the humanity
of characters makes it easier for us to
sympathize with how sad they are
Bergman avoids simple melodramatic
trappings and therefore avoids turn-
ing his film into a typical tearjerker
Saraband is sad and touching because
it shows the results of a life filled with
regret and bitterness
Blue Velvet
Saturday Feb 25 8 pm
David Lynch is known lor mak-
ing some of the strangest most disturb-
ing films ever to come from the mind
ol an American director Blue Velvet
is probably the film that did the most
to cement this reputation though
Eraserhead and later Alulbolland
Drive certainly helped Jeffrey Kyle
MacLachlan rerurns from college to
his idyllic small town and soon after
discovers a severed human car in a field
Dissatisfied with the police response
he undertakes his own investigation
which leads him into a dark under-
world just below the surface of this
seemingly perfect place
Jeffrey gets help from Sandy
Laura Dern the naive daughter of
a police detective The story also in
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could not overcome Kenvons trade-
mark defense The Ladies ended the
night holding die Bishops to a dismal
percent shooting in the second halt
We just stayed the vourse and
relied on our team defense to get us
back in the game after the half added
Heltant
Like so many times this season
the Ladies relied on their depth to
propel them to dicir 20th victory Four
Kenvon players scored in double digits
as die Ladies combined in the second
halt tor an impressive 1 3- ot1 7 from the
free- throw line and 9o- t19 field goals
I think we have discovered the
level of mental toughness needed to
win bisi games Heltant said Im
happy tor our success but even more
impressed with how committed these
women have been to each other and
the program
The Ladies travel to Springfield
Kevin Guckcs
1 George 08 drives through the OWTJ defense to help die team secure a semifinal spot
Ladies Kriwinsky Crawford undefeated
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
This past weekend the
Ladies tennis team lost to the
University of Mary Washington
7- 2 with a record of 0- 4 this sea-
son While the Ladies as a whole
are having difficulty both Ashley
2006 The
Ohio for their semi- final match up on
Friday night at 745 pm against the No
1 seed Wittenberg University Tigers
who defeated Hiram College 8 1- 36 in
their opening round match tip Kenyon
split their two regular season meetings
with Wittenberg each team recording
a victory on their home court
The composure we showed will
most definitely help us going into the
Wittenberg game said Heltant In
order to win we must play with the
same confidence and composure we
showed last night
The tournament championship
will be held at Wittenberg on Saturday
Feb 25 at 300 pm Last season the
Ladies fell to Denison University 49-
39 in die title game after claiming the
regular- season conference crown
Obviously our ultimate goal is
to win die championship added Eva
George 08 but right now were just
focused on beating Wittenberg on
Fridav nitrht
Kriwinsky 07 and Sallie Crawford
09 remain undefeated so far this
year
Kriwinsky and Crawford
both won their singles matches
Kriwinsky plaved at the No 1 spot
and defeated her opponent 6- 2
6- 2 Crawford played at the No
2 spot and won 4- 6 6- 3 10- 6
frigidgid temperatures w hich s
to be a factor in stifling both
teams offenses as the first half
ended deadlocked in a 4- 4 tie In
the beginning of the second half
however a revitalized Kenyon of-
fense roared to a fast start scoring
four goals in the first two minutes
to give them an 8- 4 advantage It
Kevin Guckes
for their next game
Lords check Wolverines win match by 5
Track breaks
team record
BY CHESTER LIWOSZ
Staff Reporter
Ladies star Katie Walker 06
stole the spotlight Saturday at the
Greater Columbus Division III In-
door Invite The meet held at Capital
University was a benchmark for Ken-
yon College track and for Walker in
particular The two- time All- American
outshot the National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association provisional qualifying
distance and broke the school record as
she soared an astounding 17 1 1 12 in
the long jump The school record she
broke 17 1 1 14 was set by Walker
herself only one year ago In the 55-
dash Walker came 04 seconds short of
breakinganother school record that she
owns with her run of 766 seconds
Lauren Rand 06 showed strongly
in the mile a grueling fast- paced
eight- lap race of strategy Rand kept
her competition in sight and kicked in
near the end to secure 7th place for the
Ladies with a time of 52993 Eliza
beth Scheltens 06 and Allegra Fety 06
worked well together in the 800 finish-
ing 6th 23552 and 8th 23766
respectively The Ladies won 6th place
overall
Brandon Balthrop 08 and Matt
Fideler 07 stormed the triple jump
on Saturday at Capital Balthrop
took the Kenyon record in the event
breaking a fifteenye- arold record as
he sailed 43 5 14 which got him
second Dlace Fideler erabbed more
r o
points for Kenyon with fourth place
his own amazing leaps adding up to
41 8 Fideler also gave Kenyon its best
performance in the long jump earning
9th place with a jump of 5- 57 m Alex
Rinehart 08 earned 10th in the long
jump with a jump of 479 m Balthrop
took fifth in die 55- hurdles with a rime
of 841
Mark Geiger 06 stole fifth place
in the 1000- meter run edging past
his next competitor by a mere 12
seconds Geigers time of 24094 was
within striking distance of the current
Kenyon record in the event held since
1993 by Mike Marshall
Teamwork paid off for Kenyon in
the 800- meter and 1- mile runs Chris
Houser 06 and Tom Geiger 09 worked
together in traffic to earn seventh
and eighth place respectively and
team points in die 800 with times of
20587 and 20621 For the mile Jim
Boston 09 pulled teammates Rich
Bardiolomew 06 and Ryan Weinstock
07 through traffic early Boston earned
the top spot for theteam third overall
with a time of 42925 Bartholomew
and Weinstock also scored points plac-
ing seventh and eighth respectively
The Lords strength also showed
in the 200- meter dash Andrew Ham
mock 06 led the team for the event
placing fourth overall with a time of
245 1 Just behind Zak Rosen 06 took
fifth and Rinehart nabbed eighth for
the men in the 200
Both teams head to Denison
University on Saturday for the aptly
named Last Chance meet It will be
a final shot for runners to qualify for
spots in the NCAA meet
Earlier this season Kriwinsky
defeated the No 1 player of the
nation in a match against Carnegie
Mellon University She also de-
feated the current Division III Fall
National Champion Amy Staloch
from Carnegie Mellon Crawford
beat the No 40 player in the coun
try and National Collegiate Ath
was a lead they would not relin-
quish adding five more goals in
the third period to push the score
to 13- 8 Michigan managed just
two more goals in the final period
never showing the confidence
or offensive flair that the Lords
exhibited all game particularly in
the third period when they piled
up nine goals
We won because of the con-
fidence we had gained in our stick
skills and overall play in the first
half said Devin Catlin 09 That
carried over in the second half
and it showed in the opening two
minutes
Key contributors to the vic-
tory included leading scorer Sean
Wheeler 07 who put up one
goal and five assists Wheeler was
largely responsible for applying
pressure to the Wolverines defense
in the second half and acted as
letic Association qualifier Mona
Iyer from Carnegie Mellon
The season looks very prom-
ising said Kriwinsky From going
against top teams in the nation we
can only improve The season will
be a great success and hopefully
we will have a national ranking by
the end
the catalyst for the third- quarter
scoring onslaught Luke Larson
07 added four goals and Charles
Floeckher 08 defended the Ken-
yon net well with 22 saves
The Lords look to defend
McBride Field this Saturday as
they kick off North Coast Athletic
Conference play against Denison
University The Lords want to
avenge the two losses they received
in closely contested matches last
year to the Big Red
As a freshman I obviously
dont have too much firsthand
knowledge about the Denison
team said Catlin but am very
excited about it just from the
atmosphere in the locker room
The older guys know what kind
of performance it is going to take
to beat Denison The pieces of our
team are all in place all thats left
is execution and heart
Saturday the Z5th
Trip to the Rock N Roll Hall
of Fame in Cleveland
20 for ticket and dinner at the
Hard Rock Cafe
Meet in front of the bookstore at
11am and plan to be back at 10pm
ALSO-
Open MIC NIGHT
inphilanderspub10pm
the SAC by 400 pm on Friday
BY DONOVAN ORTEGA
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon mens lacrosse
team had an impressive victory
against the University of Michi-
gan club team on Saturday defeat-
ing the Wolverines with a score
of 1 5- 1 0 The game was played in
t ri
Trie Lords practice their moves to prepare
Did you know that Alcohol provides a sen-
sation of warmth but also increases
heat loss from the body
Friday the 23rd
Blac a White
all
The Horn Gallery
The Music starts 10pm
Sign up on the 2nd floor of
8 Sports The Kenyon Collegian Thursday February 23 2006
Mens basketball season comes to a close
BY ERICK TAFT
Staff Reporter
walked off the court to a standing
ovation Croci shook every coach and
players hand on Wabashs bench as he
left The Lords ended up losing 8 1 63
leaving their final record at 7- 1 8 and
4- 12 in theNCAC
He refused to blame the loss
on officiating or to comment on the
officiating Croci blamed the game
on the Little Giants tough defense
and the Lords offense going cold I
think Wabash really turned up their
defensive pressure in the second half
We struggled making shots and really
didnt get many good looks They are
one of the top defensive teams in our
league and it showed
The team did have some good
performances despite the loss Allen
Bediako 09 had 10 points on top of
10 rebounds and six blocked shots
Mike Cohen 07 had a big day off
the bench scoring 10 points as well
Formato had a solid effort in his final
home game leading the Lords with
15 points Formato was upset with
the way the officials took control of
the game but also said that poor of-
ficiating is something that happens in
basketball The refs were definitely
a factor in the second half We came
out and couldnt find our rhythm of-
fensively and then the refs took over
the game It was unfortunate We have
worked far too hard to have our fate
determined by anyone but ourselves
but that sometimes is just the nature
of the game
It is not surprising that Formato
was disappointed by the seniors final
game but he had nothing but posi-
tive things to say about his basketball
career at Kenyon and his hope for
the future of the team It has been a
privilege to play at Kenyon for the past
four years Despite all the hardships
we have all had some really great times
together I will always cherish my time
as a player and I wish the young guys
the best of luck in the future
Croci also had great things to
say about the senior class We will
certainly miss Arlen Tyler and Matt
They gave so much of themselves to
see our program get turned in the
right direction Their dedication and
commitment set a great example for
our young players They all just played
in their 100th game on Saturday so
that is a lot of experience to replace
next season I enjoyed coaching them
for sure but enjoyed getting to know
them as people much more
Kenyon lost in the NCAC play-
offs to the No 1 team in the country
the College of Wooster on Tuesday
night at Wooster 96- 44 They will
look forward to next season with
Croci saying The program is headed
in the right direction and we have
the right players in place to make it
happen
Last Saturday was Matt Formato
06 Arlen Galloway 06 and Tyler
Rhems 06 final home game and in
the first half the team showed the
emotion and determination to win
one for their senior class The Lords
jumped out to a 38- 31 halftime lead
over the Wabash College Little Giants
and looked poised to upset them
Everything turned sour how-
ever in the second half The Lords
picked up three technical fouls and
watched Head Coach Matt Croci get
ejected for his second technical after
expressing anger toward officials He
Swimmers
BY DANIEL PRAGER
Staff Reporter
The Lords finished second in
the Kenyon College Invitational on
Saturday their final meet before na-
tionals Denison University won the
meet with 348 points while Kenyon
finished with 199 points
The highlight for Kenyon came
when the 200- yard freestyle relay
team finished in a time of 12302
an A cut time which gives them an
automatic bid at nationals The 200-
yard freestyle relay team is made up of
Andrejs Duda 06 Jimmy Berger 06
Josh Mitchell 08 and Marc Christian
08 This relay team has done well all
season especially in the last three
meets and should continue to do so
at nationals
Denison won the meet thanks
to wins in five individual events
Beyond the A cut time there were
also two B cut finishes Jim Bell
V i
t
J
take second
06 earned a B cut in the 200- yard
breaststroke and Carroll Bullock
08 secured a B cut in the 200- yard
butterfly Bullock was impressed with
the meet saying It was a fun meet
to be at because there was a lot of fast
swimming and good races
Bullock Bell and other swim-
mers with B cuts have to wait to see
if their B cut times will qualify for
nationals Bullock said Most of
the B cuts are very solid and should
get in the meet In my case my B
cut time puts me 8th in the country
going into nationals which should
be competitive
Following great meets against
Penn State Johns Hopkins and an
NCAC victory the team is very
optimistic about our chances of
winning 27 national championships
said Bullock Emory Williams and
Denison are the most likely to chal-
lenge I expect the meet to be very
competitive
team captain managernumber- one
player Chris Fennell 07 Playing in
the Chaffee division the Kenyon
team faced teams composed of play-
ers who had played in prep school
but did not attend a school with
a developed squash program The
Kenyon Nine are made up ofplayers
who had been playing for anywhere
between years and weeks
Tim Callahan 08 picked up
the indoor sport as a winter exercise
after his soccer season finished The
beauty of squash lies in its simplicity
Squash club travels to Princeton seeking glory
Kevin Guckes
theres no telling what the outcome
will be Alamdar Murtaza 08 has
also been talking with Dunlop to
try and obtain a sponsorship for the
program None of these are set in
stone yet
There may have been a low rate
ofvictory but the level of fun was al-
ways high The trip was an experience
for the team to play championship
squash and to promote the Kenyon
squash name Next year only holds
promise for more experience fun
and victory
Washington
tionals
The Lords are now 5- 1 in
their spring record They start
their North Coast Athletic Con-
ference matches this Friday Feb
24 when they plav Wittenberg
Lniversity in the Kenvon Athletic
Center
We need to improve in dou-
bles so we can jump on teams ear-
ly said Justin Greenlee 09 We
are a voting hungry team and
we can use that to improve our
focus
The Lords practice their technique oft the
as well as in its complexity Callahan
said Its like the slogan for the board
game Othello Seconds to learn but
a life time to master
While there the Kenyon team
had the privilege of seeing the top
teams and players in the country The
match between Yasser el Halaby of
Princeton and Shaun Johnstone of
Trinity lasted two hours for only four
games and was a true demonstration
of the highest levels of squash play
The Kenyon team did not have
much luck the majority of matches
and No 5 singles Stewart won
the No 1 singles spot defeating
the 2004 national doubles cham-
pion who was also the No 5 in
the Atlantic South region by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association
7- 6 6- 4 The ITA ranks Stewart
No 16 in the Central region
Daniel Becker 09 played No
5 singles and won 6- 3 7- 5 Becker
is currently 6- 0 on the season and
is the only Lord who is undefeated
at the moment Becker plaved No
3 similes aeainst Goucher and
platform in hope of achieving greater speed
ended in less than forty minutes and
in defeat In fact Rob Gyenes 08 de-
spite being a last- minute addition to
the lineup Came away with the only
match victory for Kenyon against the
Princeton J V team
News of the new Kenyon ath-
letic facility had reached the ears of
many coaches at the tournament
Fennell is now in negotiations with
schools such as Yale and Dartmouth
to come check out the new courts
while they are playing Denison next
year With home court advantage
won his second singles match 6-
0 6- 0 Becker and Alex Laporte
07 played No 2 doubles where
they defeated their opponents
6- 060
The Kenyon tennis team
does not lose focus said Rob Alef
09 We are a team of leaders Our
team has no seniors currently start-
ing so we will all be back next
year Also we are not remotely
close to peaking vet livery plivcr
on this team has the ability to
improve significantly before na
loses to nationally ranked U of Mary
BY ERNIE KLEIN
Guest Reporter
After a nine- hour drive start-
ing at 6 am the Kenyon squash
club made its first appearance at
the Collegiate Squash Association
National Championship It was
the first full nine- person team that
Kenyon brought to the tournament
last year the first year Kenyon had a
team at nationals there were only five
members on the team
The trip was organized by coach
Lords tennis
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
The overall match was close
and could have gone either way
said Sean Stewart 07 We had
three 3- set matches which we all
ended up losing Thats just the
way things go sometimes Mary
Washington was also a great team
1 hey had a lot of depth and they
had home advantage
On Saturday the Lords ten-
nis team competed against the
University of Mary Washington
and Goucher College The Lords
lost 5- 2 to Mary Wa s h i n g t o n
and defeated Goucher 9- 0 Mary
Washington is ranked No 12 in
Division III and took the doubles
matches from the Lords
The team played well against
the No 12 team in the country
said Head Coach Scott Thielke
The match was decided by three
3- set matches We were so close to
upsetting them
The Lords won both No 1
